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This past week, the S& P 500 and Nasdaq Composite broke their streak of seven losing weeks, while the Dow
managed to pull out of an eight-week losing stretch with its best weekly showing since November 2020. And,
after the S&P’s brief dip into bear territory the previous week, the major indexes moved into the plus column
for the month of May.
As we mentioned to all of you last week, what may have triggered the turnaround were perceptions that the
Fed might not need to tighten monetary policy as much in the face of signs of economic weakness or, because
the financial markets had already exerted restraint by correcting (aka, the Fed talked the market down and
it deleveraged itself). Whatever the motivation, nearly $26B jumped back into equity exchange-traded funds
last week according to JP Morgan…a turnaround from six weeks of net fund outflows.
While a Putin War, supply chain imbalances, inflationary pressures stemming from cutbacks in fossil fuels
and rising interest rates have represented headwinds for both stock and bond markets, it is important to
realize that in mid-term election years, markets have been traditionally weak. The aforementioned
headwinds have created market volatility and uncertainty. Historically, we have seen various headwinds and
uncertainties in mid-term election years yet we typically see a fourth quarter which tends to soar on the
reversal of Congressional checks and balances. Markets seem to like gridlock as it eliminates uncertainty.
The last mid-term election (2018) came during a time when Fed Chair Powell raised rates one time too many,
so the market tanked in December while President Trump’s blood pressure soared. Otherwise the previous
six mid-term elections have generated a 15% jump in the S&P 500 from October through the following
June…a fairly reliable trend. We could very well see this sort of jump especially after valuations have become
reasonably cheap and could be at the end of the Fed tightening program.
Here is your look at developments in the global marketplace.

POSITIVE DEVELOPMENTS


The Federal Reserve reports that industrial production increased 1.1% in April. Utilities output
rose 2.4% in April, while mining increased 1.6%. Manufacturing, which excludes mining/utilities,
increased 0.8% in April. Auto production jumped 3.9%, while non-auto manufacturing rose 0.5%.
Auto production is up 16.9% in the past year, while non-auto manufacturing is up 5.1%. Industrial
activity continued its V-shaped recovery in April, rising for the 4th mo. in a row. Moreover, the
gains in April were broad-based, with nearly every major category posting gains.



Industrial activity continued its V-shaped recovery in April, rising for the 4 th mo. in a row. The
gains in April were broad-based, with nearly every major category posting gains according to the
Fed. Manufacturing was the main contributor to the increase, rising 0.8% to log a 3rd consecutive
gain. A large portion stemmed from the auto sector which was up 3.9%. Note, ongoing supply
chains and labor shortages could be hindering a more robust rise in activity, with job openings in
the manufacturing sector currently more than double pre-C19 levels.



Bloomberg’s Lu Wang wrote that more than 1,100 corporate executives and officers have
purchased shares of their own firms in May, poised to exceed the number of sellers for the first
mo. since March 2020. This spike in purchases comes as investors trim positions in equity funds.
Note, withdrawals tracked by EPFR Global report that net outflows has stretched 6 weeks, the
longest stretch of withdrawals since 2019.



One of Milton Friedman's theories is that inflation is always a monetary phenomenon, in the
sense that it cannot occur without a more rapid increase in the quantity of money (M2) than in
output. M2 has seen explosive growth for 2 years as frenzied federal spending and C-19
payments sent M2 through the roof as the Fed monetized spending (i.e. printed money). Now,
absent C-19 stimulus payments, curtailed fiscal spending and surging tax revenues, the Fed's
decision to raise interest rates and shrink its balance sheet, help ensure that there will be no
more gas poured on the inflation fire. In that sense it could be said that inflation may have
peaked. However, it must be noted that inflation responds to excess money (M2) with a long and
variable lag. Still, we can now see some light at the end of the inflation tunnel.



The U.S. has a strong U.S. dollar, putting downward pressure on commodity prices (since
commodities are priced in U.S. dollars). The Wall Street Journal dollar index has risen 8% this year.
A strong dollar is also expected to put downward pressure on import costs and further reduce
inflation.

NEUTRAL DEVELOPMENTS


Retail sales rose 0.9% in April and are up 8.2% vs. a year ago according to the Census Bureau.
While good news at the surface, the report is mixed. The positive is that 9 of the 13 major sales
categories increased in April, led by autos, non-store retailers, and restaurants & bars. The gain
in auto sales is an indication that supply-chain issues are gradually easing while the gain in sales
at restaurants & bars is a sign that consumers are getting out. The negative aspect is that one of
the key drivers of overall spending is inflation. True, consumers are spending more, but they are
getting less!



Consumer spending continues to march forward with the have’s and have not’s leading the way.
Nordstrom reports strong spending as back to office clothing demand continue to support their
sales profile. Walmart, Target and Dick’s sales have weakened. Dollar Store and Dollar Tree
continue to capture new customers as inflation is stimulating the “substitution effect” and
encouraging consumers to seek lower cost items.

NEGATIVE DEVELOPMENTS


OPEC, gathered for an energy conference in Dubai, is worried about energy supply. The oil
ministers of Saudi Arabia and the UAE warned spare capacity is decreasing in all energy sectors,
including crude, diesel, natural gas, and gasoline. The only thing sparing the world from sky-high
prices, they say, is the recent collapse of Chinese demand.



The Census Bureau reported that both housing starts and building permits sank to 5 mo. lows in
April, while homebuilders’ optimism this month dropped to its lowest level in 2 years. Housing
starts edged down 0.2% last month, following March’s 2.8% drop as single-family starts tumbled
7.3% in April and 9.3% over the period to a 6 mo. low. Further, the NAHB reports that building
material costs are up 19% from a year ago and in less than 3 mos. mortgage rates have surged to
a 12-year high.



Existing home sales declined 2.4% in April to a 5.6M a/r and sales are down 5.9% vs. a year ago.
The median price of an existing home rose to $391K in April and is up 14.8% versus a year ago.
Average prices are up 9.2% versus last year. Rising rates and moderating supply are slowing sales.



New single-family home sales dropped 16.6% in April and are down 26.9% from a year ago
according to the Census Bureau. The median price of new homes sold was $450,600 in April, up
19.6% from a year ago. The average price of new homes sold was $570,300, up 31.2% versus
last year. Higher interest rates, material costs and labor rates are hurting affordability.



Economic slowdown fears are surfacing in Europe. Supply-chain disruptions related to C-19 cost
eurozone economies EUR112.7B in lost GDP in 2021, according to an Accenture report. In a
protracted war scenario, supply-chain issues could lead to a further loss of up to EUR318B in
2022 and EUR602B in 2023, Accenture's report shows.

THE MARKETS
Last week was the first good one for the stock market in quite
a while. The S&P 500 rose 6.6% with two of the index's most
depressed sectors this year outperforming for a change:
Consumer Discretionary (9.2%) and Information Technology
(8.1%). Nevertheless, the best performing sector this year so
far has been Energy, and it was up 8.1% last week too.
Financials (8.0%) was the fourth of the four sectors
outperforming the S&P 500 last week.
All domestic stock indexes rallied late in May as confidence in
a less aggressive Federal Reserve grew following several signs
of peaking U.S. inflation. Health care, utilities and of course,
energy, were the month’s strongest sector performers last
month while consumer discretionary, real estate and
consumer staples were the weakest.
On the international front, most markets, with the exception
of China, ended the month in positive territory. While
inflationary headwinds remain in the global markets, supply
chain concerns are beginning to mellow on the news that
Shanghai authorities would cancel many restrictions on
businesses resuming work and easing a city-wide lockdown
that began two months ago. China is very concerned that an
economic slowdown will ruin its posture on the world stage.
Note, China’s number two person in charge is an economist
and is very influential on President Xi.
Regarding fixed income, The Fed, in minutes from its May
meeting week, called inflation a serious concern. A majority of
the Fed Board backed two half-a-percentage- point rate hikes
in June and July, as the Fed attempts to curb inflation without
causing a recession. The Fed did leave room for a pause in
hikes if the economy weakens.
The yield on the 2-yr note, which is most sensitive to changes
in the fed funds rate, dropped to 2.55% and is down from its
high of 2.75% on May 3. Meanwhile, the fed funds futures
market now sees only a 37.8% probability of a 50 basis point
rate hike at the September meeting, versus 52.7% a week ago,
according to the CME's FedWatch Tool.
The softening in rate-hike expectations, combined with the
pullback in the 10-yr note yield from 3.17% earlier this month
to 2.86% today, has certainly contributed to the reboundminded activity in the stock market this week.
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Planning Callout –
Insuring Your Future
Many years ago, we realized there
is strength in numbers. For
hundreds of years, we have been
joining forces against all kinds of
calamities, including financials
troubles.

Chart of the Month – US Household Cash/Liabilities
To conclude 2021, US household cash positions surpassed US household liabilities
according to the Federal Reserve. Throughout the pandemic, the average consumer
paid down debt and grew cash balances. Households saved nearly $5 trillion during
that time, of which $2.5 trillion is now pent-up excess savings. According to
Blackrock, through March 2022, only $30 billion of the $2.5 trillion of excess savings
has been drawn on. One implication is that this leaves plenty of cash available for
the consumer to absorb inflationary pressures without changing consumption
patterns, or as much as in prior cycles for which consumers carried a net debt
burden.

Source: https://www.blackrock.com/us/individual/insights/prepping-financialhurricane

The concept of insurance is simply
that if enough of us can pool our
money to form a large enough
fund, then together we can
handle the calamity. Our
motivation for contributing to this
fund is our eligibility to draw in
the event of a disaster. One for all
and all for one, so to speak.
It is important to discuss with
your financial advisor if life
insurance is appropriate for you,
and/or consistently review your
policies.
For more on life insurance needs:
Please visit:
https://www.csamg.com/HowCan-I-Insure-My-Future.c48.htm

NEWS YOU CAN USE
In one of the most exciting races in
Kentucky Derby history, Rich Strike,
who closed as the biggest long shot
with 80:1 odds, won the $1.8 million
purse in a remarkable performance
during the final stretch. If it weren’t
for a late scratch, Rich Strike would
have never entered the field to race.
The horse made history as the second
longest shot to win the Kentucky
Derby in it’s 148-year history, behind
Donerail’s win (91:1 odds) in 1913.
https://www.foxnews.com/sports/ken
tucky-derby-2022-results

A major portion of the trading days so
far this year have seen S&P500 move
at least 1% higher from its daily low
into the close, with the count at 39
days through market action Monday
5/23. This equates to 39.80% of the
days, which is significantly more than
the average dating back to April 1987
at about 20.64% of the days. This also
puts us on the highest pace of trading
days with such a move since 2009.
https://www.nasdaq.com/solutions/n
asdaq-dorsey-wright

The first round of the 2022 Stanley
Cup Playoffs marked history as it
yielded a game 7 in five of the eight
total matches. The opening round
Game 7’s averaged 768,000 viewers
and four of the five matches rank
among the most-watched first round
games ever on cable. The PenguinsRangers Game 7 topped the charts,
drawing 2.33 million viewers, which
easily beats the most-watched first
round game in history (dating back to
1994).
https://www.sportsmediawatch.com/
2022/05/stanley-cup-ratings-game-7record-viewership-first-round-rangerspenguins-tnt-espn/

As always, if I can be of additional guidance, please feel free to call me at 312.485.6847.
Best regards,
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